
8 ways to 

activate your 

store in 2019



A look back
Review the activities that led to your successes  

in 2018 and incorporate those wins into your  

2019 strategy. Beyond your initial site audit, go  

deeper into your performance data, both on  

your store and through other channels. Consider  

stand-out campaigns, partnerships, and/or 

feature products that drove the highest volume 

of  new buyers and assess last year’s 

performance  to further optimize organic and 

paid strategies.  Take the time to learn what 

worked and what  didn't so you can focus on the 

most valuable  commerce tactics when placing 

your bets during the new year.



Optimize & automate
There is never enough time in the day to get everything  

done, and as the year goes on, the to-do list stacks up. As  

you work through your annual audits, look for oppor-

tunities to optimize your approach to scale your marketing  

operations and tech stack.



By the end of 2019, Forrester predicts that 40% of enterprise  

businesses will have automation centers and frameworks in  

place¹. Incorporate automation now to keep pace with the  

industry and—more importantly—free up your employees

to focus on the customer. Consider diving into the latest dig-

ital automation practices and emerging artificial intelligence  

(AI) methodologies to help eliminate repetitive tasks, expand  

analytics, and bring your marketing capabilities to the next  

level. There are a few easy ways you can begin doing this now

through email marketing. Make a good first impression by auto-

mating your welcome email flow for new customers2.

1 Harness automation for  

business operations

¹ Forrester, 2019 Predictions Report, 2018.

² Get Response, Global Email Marketing Benchmarks, 2018

“Provide a more personalized experience by setting up

segmentation, using the data you collect to automate

the right messages for the right subscribers.”

Why not take personalization further and send automated  

birthday emails to make your customers feel special. A  

small investment to automate your systems or operations  

now could help you do more with less, leading to faster  

deliveries, more personalization, and higher dependability  

for your customers.



Customer service bots are one way to integrate automa-

tion into your business operations—potentially saving you  

money while improving your customers’ experience. When  

thinking about how to create a better customer experience,  

it’s not only about what to consider, but what not to consid-

er. According to Forrester, 60% of chatbot deployments in  

2019 will not have effective live agent safety nets attached  

to web chat sessions³. If you decide a chatbot is the right  

solution for improving your customer service experience,

we’ve provided a few best practices worth referencing:

• Prioritize bots with natural language learning capabilities 

as decision tree type bots may leave your customers with 

a fractured experience.

• Think through how your bot connects to your systems to 

avoid creating the experience in a silo.

• Set the expectation with customers that they are 

chatting with a bot can keep them from feeling misled if 

the exchange feels less human. Put an escalation path in 

place to let a human take  over the conversation when a 

bot is unable to help⁴.

2 Consider customer  

service bots

3 Forrester, 2019 Predictions Report, 2018.
4 Why Chatbots Fail, UX Collective, 2017.



Receiving 30,000 orders in a single day seems like a big win  

until you realize your current fulfillment process is limited to  

12,000 orders per day. If you are managing orders in-house,  

it may be time to rethink resourcing. If you are using a third  

party, you might want to consider ways of incorporating the  

latest automation solutions to scale logistics and accelerate  

your process without diluting your brand or authentic con-

nection with your customers.

3 Revisit fulfillment



Grow & expand
As you think about new ways to grow your business, consid-

er whether it is the right time to extend your offering to a  

new region or online marketplace to meet your 2019 growth  

goals. As we mentioned earlier, let your customers be your  

guide. Analyze the signals in your social data and web 

analytics to understand regional audience demographics and 

traffic sources to help inform where you take your business 

next. For context, 59% of domestic online purchases 

worldwide occur in marketplaces, and the percentage is even 

higher for cross border purchases (62%)⁵.

5 Pitney Bowes, Global Ecommerce Study,2018



Cross into new territory4

⁶ Internet Retailer/Global E-Commerce Leaders Forum survey, April-June

2018.
7 comScore, UPS Pulse of the Shopper: Europe, 2018.
8 Internet Retailer/Global E-Commerce Leaders Forum Survey, April-June

2018.

Cross border selling, or buying digitally on foreign 

websites, is becoming a key tactic for driving e-

commerce business growth6. A majority of companies 

see this as a critical source of future online growth, 

and seven out of every ten European online 

shoppers have made a purchase from an

international retailer outside their home.

Hurdles

Some of hurdles businesses have voiced as they think  

through the logistics of geographic expansion include:  

country regulations (product safety, marketing 

practices,  customs, and taxes), language, customer 

service, and fulfillment. Recently, governments are 

tightening customs regulations or introducing new 

fees as they see more parcels arriving for their citizens 

from international websites8. As you consider where 

to grow your business, clarify the implications of 

regionalizing your content, support, fulfillment policies, 

and strategies to understand  the real cost of business 

within a specific region.

market. The top two motivating factors for doing so are  

better prices and the search for a specific brand or 

product7. Not expanding to new regions could mean a

missed opportunity and lost sales. Knowing the right 

time to expand may be as simple as establishing solid 

momentum in your home region.

Choosing a region

If you don’t have enough data, test international traffic  

with PPC advertising to gauge the response. Consider  

starting with regions near your primary region first.

A few more considerations:

• Determine which countries have favorable  

exchange and tax rates.

• Reframe your posts to appeal to a global audi-

ence, not just a region.

• Start first by tapping into an existing online mar-

ketplace infrastructure already established in the

region you want to expand into.



5 Expand into new  

marketplaces

9 comScore, UPS Pulse of the Shopper, 2018.

Extending your product offering to an online marketplace  

can help diversify your income streams, bolster brand  

awareness, and test out new products to another estab-

lished audience. In fact, some merchants have claimed that  

extending your offering to an online marketplace can drive  

greater traffic to your web store. 

“Recent research shows that one of the top  

reasons European buyers purchase from a  

marketplace is selection⁹.“



Amazon.com

While we are a bit biased, Amazon.com can be a great way  

to improve your brand’s visibility with the potential to reach  

hundreds of millions of customers around the world. Small  

and medium-sized businesses account for half of all items  

purchased on Amazon.com, with more than 20,000 of these  

businesses surpassing $1M in sales during 2017 worldwide10.

Where to start

Start by referencing the volumes of marketplace tip sheets  

and e-books available online to guide you through the steps  

of setting up and optimizing your brand on a third-party

e-commerce marketplace. Your first foray into multi-channel

selling may be to test the waters, offering a few products to

see initial results before going all in.

10 Amazon, Small Business Impact Report, 2018.

“Small and medi-

um-sized businesses

account for half of all  

items purchased on  

Amazon.com, more  

than 20,000 of these  

businesses surpassing

$1M in sales during  

2017 worldwide10.



Evolve & innovate
The way buyers discover, research, browse, or 

decide on  purchases varies from person to 

person. To truly connect with your customers, 

you need to meet them where they are and 

continue to evolve with them, incorporating the 

channels and technologies that align with your 

brand and customers.



Immersive technologies could be central to creating 

experiences dictated by the customer. According to 

Adobe, the Nike Live store leaned into AI and VR 

capabilities to create immersive, customer-driven 

experiences localized to area shoppers. Burberry is using 

AR to bring customers deeper into product design, and 

with IKEA’s Place app, customers can virtually place 

products in their home, “trying on” larger pieces before 

committing to a purchase11. Consider whether your 

customers will expect this experience from your store.

6 Choose your reality Artificial  

intelligence

Virtual  

reality

Augmented  

reality

11 Adobe, Redefining Retail for the Experience Era, 2018.



A constant buzzword and the writing on the wall, artificial  

intelligence will have the most profound impact on all as-

pects of commerce, according to Gartner. By 2022, at least  

5% of digital commerce orders will be predicted and initiat-

ed by AI12. Similar to Nike Live, look for your opportunity to  

continue evolving your customers’ shopping experience. It  

doesn’t have to be groundbreaking; start by finding ways to  

make product recommendations smarter, to improve con-

tent personalization, refine fraud detection, or hone your  

customer segmentation.

7 Activate intelligent  

solutions

12 Gartner, CIO’s Guide to Artificial Intelligence, 2018



The list of commerce terms continues to grow and evolve  

with the industry—conversational commerce, immersive  

commerce, unified commerce, subscription commerce, thing  

commerce. The list goes on. The important thing to remem-

ber is how these frameworks and ideas can help you create  

shopping experiences that cater to how your customers  

want to engage with your brand. We think it’s worth con-

sidering three of the core channels and mediums that are  

relevant today and in the foreseeable future.

8 Meet your customers  

where they are

Social  
commerce

Voice  
commerce

Mobile  
commerce



Social commerce

Social media is no longer simply a source of traffic but a  

potential source of revenue. It’s also where discovery is hap-

pening. In an industry where content has become the new  

storefront13, consider a presence where content is king. That’s  

social media. If you haven’t started already, identify a few  

social channels where you can experiment with marketing  

and commerce. These channels can provide a real opportu-

nity to cut the number of steps in the conversion process,  

improve the customer experience, and potentially help grow  

your business in new ways. A key channel for discovery is  

Instagram where businesses are using a number of tactics to 

create authentic connections with customers. Instagram  is 

also a primary channel for influencer brand campaigns

globally, with Instagram stories as a key tactic for monetizing  

through the channel14. This is relevant because 36% of EU  

internet users claim their digital purchases are influenced by

social media. Globally, consumers are most interested in what  

their peers think. 

There is also a growing trend in visible influencer 

marketing verticals such as fashion, cosmetic, and luxury 

towards working with micro-influencers (10 to100,000 

fans) because of the effective way they resonate with 

consumers  versususing popular celebrities. The result? 

You save while still getting top exposure in the social 

media market15.

Mobile commerce

As mobile shopping trends towards the common way for  

your customers to discover and purchase your products16,  

you’re confronted with the decision of when and how to 

continue optimizing your mobile shopping experience for 

search engine optimization (SEO), browsing, and

payments.

One question that may come up is “to app” or “not to 

app.”  Developing a mobile app can be expensive for the 

return on Investment.

13 Curalate Consumer Survey, 2017.
14 eMarketer, Global Influencer Marketing, 2018.
15 Ibid.
16 Statista, 2018.
17 Adjust, Unmasking Uninstalls: Three data points to think about, 2018.



From January to July 2018, Adjust analyzed 8 billion app 

installs worldwide and found that on average, apps are 

deleted within 5.8 days of their initial use. While the average 

time for e-commerce apps, as part of this study, is a little 

longer at 10.8 days, investing time only to find your  app as 

part of this statistic is a discouraging prospect17.

For some businesses, progressive web apps (PWA) can be a  

solution, providing many of the same features and benefits  

as a mobile app, including offline mode, push notifications,  

and “add to home screen” functionality. When West Elm  

launched a progressive web app, the company discovered  

that its customers averaged 15% more time on the compa-

ny’s site and a 9% lift in revenue per visit18. Similarly, Carved.  

com saw a 33% reduction in bounce rates and 75% increase  

in mobile conversions with its progressive web app19. If you  

have an e-commerce businesses and want to provide your  

users (and potential customers) with mobile-first experienc-

es to increase engagement and conversion rates, building a  

PWA should be a consideration on your 2019 roadmap.

17 Chrome Dev Summit, The New Bar for Web Experiences, 2017.
19 AMP, Carved Case Study, 2018.

reduction in  

bounce rates

increase in mobile  

conversions

33% 75%



Voice commerce

With the adoption of voice for multiple retail scenarios, voice  

commerce is moving towards the main stage and innovative  

brands are rapidly building a voice presence. By embracing  

voice commerce, today’s merchants can take customer 

convenience to the next level, exceeding customer 

expectations in an age where personalized, seamless 

experiences can make a big difference.

It is important to start with the customer and ask yourself  

how you can make their shopping experience better or more  

convenient. Grubhub and Starbucks saw an opportunity  

developing a reorder Alexa skill so their customers could  

save time grabbing their favorite dish or drink using just their  

voice. You may discover your customers are always checking  

on the status of their packages and may build an Alexa skill

for tracking orders. If you’re not ready to develop voice

ordering capabilities, consider creating a skill that offers

customers with support, deals, or product information.

As commerce is moving to the next frontier, Amazon Pay  

is helping businesses adapt to the expectations of today’s

connected shoppers. You can make money through Amazon  

Pay for Alexa Skills, defining your product offering and price,  

and letting Amazon handle the voice purchasing flow. As you  

finalize your channel strategy for 2019, it may be the right  

time to extend your commerce experience to voice.


